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1. Introduction

• The HARMONIE numerical weather prediction (NWP) model 
relies on external aerosol

• Monthly climatologies of vertically integrated aerosol optical 
depth (AOD) at 550 nm and parametrized optical properties 
(SSA, g, AOD scaling) used to estimate the direct effect of 
aerosols on radiation

• An NWP model could in principle obtain (3D) external aerosol 
concentrations from: (a) aerosol climatologies (b) ACT model 
simulations (c) analysis of aerosol observations

• Our aim: ensure HARMONIE radiation schemes make the best 
use of available 3D aerosol information. We are studying the 
effect on SW radiation under clear sky conditions.
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2. The HARMONIE numerical 
weather prediction model
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2. The HARMONIE model

● HARMONIE – HiRLAM ALADIN Research for 
Mesoscale Operational Numerical Weather 
Prediction in Euromed

● Mostly run at 2.5km resolution operationally

● ALADIN non-hydrostatic dynamics

● AROME or ALARO physical parametrizations

● MUSC – 1D column version of HARMONIE used 
for testing
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3. Radiation schemes & 
aerosols in HARMONIE

● Radiation schemes: 

  - IFS - ECMWF cy25R1, 2002 + new option for cloud liquid 
optics (Nielsen et al., 2014)

  - ACRANEB2 - ALARO v1, 2015 (Mašek et al., 2015) 

  - HLRADIA - adapted from HiRLAM, new aerosol treatment 
(Baklanov et al., 2015)

(See poster by Gleeson et al. for further details).

Aerosols: Monthly climatologies of AOD at 550 nm (Tegen 
et al., 1997) and parameterized AOD scaling, SSA and g 
(Hess et al., 1998)
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3. Radiation schemes & 
aerosols in HARMONIE
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4. HARMONIE radiation 
sensitivity vs DISORT

Nielsen, Gleeson, 
Rontu,GMD, 2014

• Importance of 
accurately 
describing the 
cloud 3D optical 
thickness, SSA 
and g in order to 
get the cloud 
transmittance 
correct 

• The same is 
needed for 
aerosol



5. Russian wildfire case

Annual Average AOD (HARMONIE) 

500hPa Z analysis

Summer 2010

Strong 
anticyclone in 

Russia, Eastern 
Europe

Record high 
temperatures, 
low humidities

Extensive 
wildfires



5. Russian wildfire case

● Comparison of the simulated global SW radiation to clear-sky 
observations on 8 August 2010 at  58.26N, 26.46E: Tõravere (Estonia)
● MUSC – 1D column version of HARMONIE using atmospheric initial 
state derived from 3D experiments, diagnostics only
● Aerosols: 

1. No aerosols 

2. Climatological integrated aerosol optical depth at 550nm 

(Tegen et al.), SSA & g (Hess et al.) 

3. AERONET/Toravere observatory measurements of AOD, SSA and g
● SW measurements: Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN) 
archive



5. Russian wildfire case
MUSC IFS global radiation v.s. BSRN observations

optical properties 
and AOD 550nm 

based on 
observations

 parametrized 
optical properties, 

observed AOD 
550nm land aerosol

parametrized 
optical properties, 
climatological AOD 

550nm

No aerosol



5. Russian Wildfire case
MUSC HLRADIA: broadband AOD
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6.1 Aerosol optical depth 
sensitivity

Global radiation 
v.s. land AOD 
550 nm 

Direct  radiation 
v.s. land AOD 
550 nm 
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6.2 Relative humidity 
sensitivity

● HLRADIA-
aero_rt6 is RH 
dependant

● IFS assumes 
RH of 80% for 
land aerosols

Global radiation 
by hlradia 
compared to 
IFS, relative 
difference 
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6.3 Vertical profile sensitivity

● IFS scheme

● Adjusting the 
land AOD 

vertical profile, 
keeping the 
integrated 

AOD constant
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6.3 Vertical profile sensitivity

● Effect of vertical profile 
on net SW radiation 
(relative to the case of no 
aerosols)

● Effect of vertical profile 
on the SW heating rate 
(relative to the case of no 
aerosols)

.



7. Conclusions

● For the 2010-08 Russian wildfire case, all radiation schemes 
reproduced observed global radiation when AOD and optical 
properties were based on observations.

● Utilising measured aerosol optical properties directly gave 
significantly better results than using only observed AOD and 
aerosol types with predefined optical properties.

The sensitivity tests highlight:

 the importance of using accurate optical properties
 the influence of RH in the aerosol optical properties     

parametrization in HLRADIA
 the small impact of the vertical distribution of aerosols                  

on SW radiation fluxes but the large impact on SW heating



Photo with land aerosol taken from Quito airport, 8th Jan 2015 by Laura Rontu

Thank you for listening.
Any questions?

(and please remember the poster, 
too, for more information!)
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